Theorem 1. If 21 is a UMFR algebra which is not type B then there exists a two-sided ideal 3 of 21 such that 21/3 is not UMFR.
Proof. Let 21 be UMFR but not type B. Thus, there is either a primitive left ideal or a primitive right ideal which is weakly subordinate to a set of dominant ideals but is not weakly subordinate to any single dominant ideal. Consider here the left ideal case. (The proof for the right ideal case would be similar.) Thus, there is a left ideal 8 which is weakly subordinate to a set {2)j}j=1 of mutually nonisomorphic dominant ideals of 21 [5, Theorem l]. This means that there exists a set of ideals {2)y}l_i,'-i such that, for each i and j, 3\-,-is a subideal of 3\-and 8 is isomorphic as an 2I-module to a submodule of the 21-module JX, £)'-i $)«. the direct sum of the £>,-/. that for some i, g(i) > 1.
Let (P he the set of all primitive ideals © of 21 which are either weakly subordinate to the dominant ideal S)i or weakly subordinate to some set of mutually nonisomorphic dominant ideals of which one is £)i. Note that 8 is an element of (P. Partially order (P by defining, for @i = 2h3i and ©2 = 2h?2 in (P, ©i<@2 if and only if in every composition series of S)i there is a constituent isomorphic to 2te/9f{e2 which is "above" every constituent isomorphic to 2fei/9(cei. There must exist some element in (P which is maximal with respect to this partial ordering. Let @0 be such a maximal element.
It is possible that @o is weakly subordinate to the dominant ideal 2)i. In this case, the method of proof used in the earlier result [4, Theorem 3] and the construction therein show that there is a twosided ideal >j such that 21/3 is not UMFR. However, the proof below is general enough to include this case.
If ©o is not weakly subordinate to a single dominant ideal, then without loss of generality it can be assumed that the original 8 was the maximal element ©o. Thus, we assume that 8 = 2le is such that every constituent which always occurs above all constituents isomorphic to fie/yie in composition series of SE)i is isomorphic to the top constituents of dominant or subordinate ideals.
Let g= {W\ 50J is a primitive ideal of 21 such that: (1) $02 is subordinate to or isomorphic to S)i and, (2) 8 is weakly subordinate to {Til, 2)2, ■ • • , ®r} }• Choose a subset {?,}?=i of Q, maximal with respect to having the generating idempotents mutually orthogonal. Thus, the 8i can be considered as components of a decomposition of 21 into a sum of primitive left ideals.
For each 8;, let 8,-be its unique minimal subideal. For each i, 8,' 21 is a two-sided ideal of 21 which is the union of all minimal subideals of ideals which are isomorphic to 8; [4, Lemma 4] . Since 8 was chosen as a maximal element of (P, it is impossible for any of the 8/21 to contain elements of a nonsubordinate primitive ideal. If 21/were such an ideal then it would have a subideal isomorphic to 8j. This would imply that in some composition series of S)i a constituent isomorphic to 2I//9fi/ would be above all constituents isomorphic to 2le,79Jei, where 8i = 2le,. But, since 8 is weakly subordinate to {8,-, X)2, • • ■ ,T)r}, a constituent isomorphic to 2le,-/9fte; is always above all constituents isomorphic to 2le/5Re. This would contradict the maximality of 8.
Let £ he the sum of the 8,'21. Since the set {S,}^! was chosen maximal and since every primitive ideal of 21 is at least weakly sub-ordinate, 3 can be written as the direct sum of the 8/. Moreover, by the construction of 3, 8H3=0. Thus, g/gng^g.
Assume that the residue class algebra 21/3. denoted by 21*, is a UMFR algebra. If g* is the ideal g/gH3 of 21* then 8* is either a dominant ideal of 21*, is subordinate to a dominant ideal of 21*, or is weakly subordinate to a dominant ideal of 21* or to a set of dominant ideals of 21*. But, since g*=g, 8* has more than one mininal subideal and cannot be either dominant or subordinate in 21*. Thus 8 * must be weakly subordinate to some set {©f} *_ j, 5 ^ 1, of mutually nonisomorphic dominant ideals of 21. The socle ©(8) of 8, the union of all minimal subideals of 8, can be written 22j_i X<'-i SD^.-y, where for each i, each 2ft ,-y is isomorphic to the unique minimal subideal of ©,-. Similarly, the socle ©(8*) of 8* can be written XX i X)y=i 2fty> where for each i, each 2fty is isomorphic to the unique minimal subideal of ©*. However, since 8=8*, r = 5 and the ©f can be arranged so that for each i, g(i) =h(i). Thus, there must be one of the ©*, denote it by ©*, whose unique minimal subideal 2ft* is isomorphic to 2ftiy, J = l, ■ • • , g(l) and, hence, isomorphic to the unique minimal subideal of ©i.
If/* is the generating idempotent of ©*, i.e., 21*/* = ©*, let/be a primitive idempotent of % such that fEf*. If © = 21/ then © is a primitive ideal of 21 such that ©/©H3 = ©*. Since 21 is a UMFR algebra, © must be dominant, subordinate or weakly subordinate in 21. Consider now the various possible cases. Case 1. Assume © is a dominant ideal of 21 and let 2ft be the unique minimal subideal of ©.
Subcase a. Assume ©g^©i. In this case, from the construction of 3, ©^3 = 0. This implies that ©*="© and, hence, 2ft*='2ft. Since 2ft*=2ft;y, this implies 2ft=2fty, which, in turn, implies that ©=©i. and, hence, 3)* would have more than one minimal subideal. Thus, 93 can be chosen to be 3)i. But since 8* is weakly subordinate to a set of dominant ideals containing 3)*, there is always a constituent of 3)*, namely the top constituent 2l/*/9(c/* which is above all constituents isomorphic to 2le*/92e*. But since 2I/*/91f* =21//91/ and 2te*/9?e*=2le/9Je, there will be in any composition series of X)i a constituent isomorphic to 2I//91/above any constituent isomorphic to We/We. This would contradict the maximality of 8 and, hence, Case 3 is impossible.
Case 4. Assume 3) is weakly subordinate to a set of dominant ideals of 21. Thus, 3) has more than one minimal subideal and, in addition, not all of these minimal subideals are isomorphic. But 33* = 3)/3)f>\3 has a unique minimal subideal 9Ji* and 9J2* is isomorphic to the unique minimal subideal of 3)i. Also, ,3 is a union of minimal subideals isomorphic to the unique minimal subideal of 33i. Thus, any minimal subideal of 3) which is not isomorphic to 9J2* cannot be contained in or intersect with 3-But, this would make such a minimal subideal of 3) also a minimal subideal of 3)*, which is impossible. Hence, Case 4 is impossible.
Thus This theorem, together with the fact that every residue class algebra of a generalized uniserial algebra is generalized uniserial, establishes the following: If P and Q are subclasses of the class of UMFR algebras which contain the generalized uniserial algebras as a subclass (see [5] ) then for an algebra 21 the following are equivalent:
(1) Every 21/3 is m class P; (1) Every 21/3 is m class Q; (3) 21 is generalized uniserial.
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